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OUR QUALITY POLICY
Our company, which serves the white goods, electrical-electronics, toy and construction sectors in the field of
plastic injection Production and Assembly Processes and the production of parts, is a business that does everything
it does with care, always aims for the better, always questions perfection and respects its business. to be and
adopt this fact to its employees;
To ensure continuous development of employees by providing on-the-job, quality and technical training,
To raise awareness of employees on Environmental Management and OHS (Occupational Health and Safety)
Management,
By keeping employee satisfaction at the highest level, our employees' KC PLASTİK KALIP SAN. VE TİC. LTD.
STI. To make them proud of their work in
To be a manufacturer that achieves error-freeness in all the goods, services we offer and in everything we do,
to ensure that all employees support each other in all matters, to ensure that quality awareness is perceived from
the lowest level to the highest level,
To implement and enforce the concept of an efficient business that does not waste, to do its activities right at
once, to provide the highest quality production and service with the lowest cost, highest performance, minimum
wastage and time,
To fully understand customer requests, to fully fulfill their expectations in line with our possibilities, to ensure
100% realization and continuity of customer satisfaction by providing the highest level of customer satisfaction
To make accurate due diligence by listening to its suppliers and to meet their expectations from us, to include
them in quality work by developing them together with ourselves, to adopt the necessity of taking steps together
and to develop together by growing,
To adopt and adopt the quality management system as our standard of living, to follow and implement
continuous improvements,
In addition, to protect the image of the company by providing maximum customer satisfaction, to keep the
environmental pollution at a minimum level, to respect and care for the environment, to value people, to provide
world-class and higher quality services, to produce creative solutions with team spirit, to meet customer needs on
time and in the desired way. To be a reliable company all the time, to not be content with preserving our current
situation, to determine the continuous improvement at every point as our basic philosophy, to keep the promises,
to comply with the conditions of the quality management system, applicable conditions and legal conditions, to pay
attention to the consumption of natural resources,
Indicates and commits on behalf of all employees
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